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Summary
The Low Income Energy Issues Forum
adopted a challenge in 2013:

Limited Income Household Demographics and a
Review of Customer Segmentation

Propose innovative and integrated
policies and approaches that help close
the widening gap between what
vulnerable energy consumers can pay
and their current utility bills.

COVID-19 has had a huge impact on limited-income
households and jobs. We review recent economic
data and definitions of low-income customers. We
discuss segmentation and customer communications,
enrollment in energy assistance programs, payment
performance, and the collections process. We review
analytical approaches and predictive capabilities. We
explain different approaches to understand customer
attitudes and preferences. We are working on a range
of segmentation research approaches to enhance
utility sector activities.

We are a unique group of 400
professionals focused on energy
affordability. We come from utilities,
regulatory agencies, consumer and
research organizations, and software
and analytical companies.
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The Segmentation Challenge
Challenge: To Rapidly Improve Engagement with Low
Income Customers in the Utility Sector
What customer segmentation techniques will improve performance
and achieve program objectives?
o To increase collections revenues …
o To increase enrollment in energy assistance programs …
o To increase awareness of online self-service options …
o To achieve regulatory energy efficiency goals …
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Segmentation to Address Core Business Questions
Business Question

Segmentation Solution

How do I avoid the growth of customer Identify households able to pay; create
arrearages during moratorium on
targeted messaging based on consumers’
disconnections?
attitudes and groups they identify with
What will raise consumer awareness
of, and enrollment in, energy
assistance programs?

Identify newly eligible households and
hard-to-reach groups; identify channels
and targeted messages; combine
enrollment with other programs

What will increase the adoption of
self-service and digital billing options?

Mine consumer data to understand
preferences for digital solutions; examine
self-reliance, independence, and choice
4
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Poll
Q1. Which of the following business
objectives is most important to you?
a. Increase awareness of energy
assistance programs
b. Increase enrollment in lowincome programs
c. Avoid the growth of customer
arrearages during the moratorium
on disconnection
d. Other

Results of poll taken 10/8/2020 by DEFG during the presentation to the
members of the Low Income Energy Issues Forum.
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Poll
Q2. Among low-income customers,
which subsegments are the hardest
to engage? (Open ended.)

Results of poll taken 10/8/2020 by DEFG during the presentation
to the members of the Low Income Energy Issues Forum.
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Poll
Q3. Which subsegments of
your low-income customers
are the easiest to engage?
(Open ended.)

Results of poll taken 10/8/2020 by DEFG during the presentation to the members of the
Low Income Energy Issues Forum.
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• Top Line Findings
• Income Levels and Economic Activity
Big Picture: Employment
o Who is Limited Income?
o

• Segmentation

Demographic and Needs-Based Segmentation
o Statistically-Revealed Segmentation
o Collections and Credit Scoring
o Psychographic and Attitudinal Segmentation
o

• Solutions

Problem Solving and the Value of Research
o Recommendations and Next Steps
o
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Top Line Findings
1. Utilities are focused on
people who struggle to
pay, regardless of their
income. Bill payment
difficulty is not just an
income problem.
4. Customers who struggle to
pay are best understood
through distinct subgroups.
Subgroups are often best
defined according to the
specific problem to be solved.

2. Segmentation remains
important for efficient and
effective communication,
effective program delivery,
and collections and
revenue recovery.

3. Segmentation creates groups with
homogeneous characteristics that are
large enough to justify a marketing
strategy. Segments are identifiable,
measurable, accessible, and they
facilitate action.

5. Utilities are collecting
more data, better integrating
their systems, and conducting
more advanced analytics.
Utilities are at different
stages of this process.

6. Customer attitudes and
behaviors are important and
can align individuals in a
different demographic groups.
Worldviews reflect deep
values and motivations.

7. Research can advance our knowledge in the utility sector. We must identify common objectives.
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Big Picture: Changes in Employment
• Unemployment is the lead driver of future customer past due amounts and debt
• In the US, as of July 28th, employment rates among workers in the bottom wage quartile decreased by 16.1%
compared to January 2020 (not seasonally adjusted). It was estimated on Sept. 19 to be a decrease of 15.2%.

Source: Opportunity Insights Economic Tracker. https://tracktherecovery.org/
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Big Picture: Unemployment in Recessions

Source: https://www.calculatedriskblog.com/2020/10/september-employment-report-661.html
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Who is Limited Income?
The Basics
Race and Gender
Education

Urban vs Rural
Energy Burden
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Low Income: The Basics
• Department of Housing and Urban Development classifies
income limits for programs such as Section 8 grants
• 2020 median income is estimated at $78,500/year
for a family of 4
• Low -- 80% of median income
• Very low -- 50% of median income
• Extremely low -- 30% of median income
• A family of 4 that makes $62,800/year is considered low
income
• A single person making $43,950/year is considered low
income
• These income limits can change depending on state,
county, city, and household size
• SNAP benefits is also based off area median income (AMI)
Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Income Limits, January 2020.
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il/il20/State-Incomelimits-Report-FY20r.pdf
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Low Income: Race and Gender
• National median income for 2018 was
$63,179
• White (not Hispanic)
• $65,902
• Black
• $41,511
• Asian
• $87,243
• Hispanic
• $51,404
• 80% of the national median income would be
$50,534 in 2018, meaning any number below
that is considered low income
Source: U.S. Census Bureau. Historical Income Tables: People, 2018. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/timeseries/demo/income-poverty/historical-income-people.html
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Low Income: Education
• Per the Census Bureau, the number of people with the
following educational attainment
• Less than a high school diploma
• 26,560,000
• High school diploma
• 71,000,000
• Some college or Associates Degree
• 55,400,000
• Bachelors, Master’s, Professional, Doctoral Degree
• 98,000,000
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Low Income: Urban vs Rural
• Rural vs urban
• Rural counties tend to have higher
poverty rates compared to their urban
counterparts
• Rural counties tends to have a median
income lower than the average of all
counties
• Along with being lower income, rural areas
tend to be older than their urban counterparts, largely due to migration of younger
people into larger towns and cities
• In many rural communities, there’s can be a
lot of physical distance between households
that can be tricky to reach out to
Source: US Census. Differences in Income Growth Across U.S. Counties, December 2018.
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2018/12/differences-in-income-growth-across-united-states-counties.html
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Low Income: Energy Burden
• Low income here is defined as 80% of the
area median income (AMI), the same as what
HUD uses
• The share of a household’s budget that’s
spent on energy varies by category
• Among low income, the rates are
dramatically higher
• A low income customer is more likely to be a
person of color and a renter, all categories
that tend to pay a higher share of their
income on energy

Source: Nature. COVID-19 assistance needs to target energy insecurity, May 2020. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-020-0620-y
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Average Energy Burden, People at 0-80% of AMI

Source: USDOE, Low-Income Energy Affordability Data (LEAD) Tool, Average energy burden based on housing only, https://www.energy.gov/eere/slsc/maps/lead-tool
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Population Dynamics: Millennials are Largest
• Almost all utility bills are paid by
Boomers, Gen X, or Millennials
• Population in 2019:
o 71.6 M Boomers (ages 55 to 73)
o 65.2 M Gen X (ages 39 to 54)
o 72.1 M Millennials (ages 23 to 38)
• There are now more Millennials in the
U.S. than Boomers and Generation X is
projected to surpass Boomers by 2028

Source: Pew Research Center, “Millennials Overtake Baby Boomers as America’s Largest Generation,” July 28, 2020, https://www.pewresearch.org/topics/generations-and-age/
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Dynamics of “Who is Limited Income?”
Unknowns

Status of Current Low Income

• Who will join the ranks of the newly
unemployed ?

• How is the situation changing for low
income customers?

• When will the newly unemployed
become unable to pay utility bills?

• Can we reach people who are
unaware of energy assistance?

• If the newly unemployed never
struggled to pay in the past, are they
aware of energy assistance?

• What are the health-related impacts
of the coronavirus on employment,
earnings, and the ability to pay utility
bills?

• Will the newly unemployed apply
when eligible?
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Poll
Q4. How prepared is your utility for the influx of inexperienced customers who need
assistance?
1. Very prepared
Results of poll taken 10/8/2020 by DEFG during the presentation to the
members of the Low Income Energy Issues Forum.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Not at all prepared
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Segmentation
Demographic and
Needs-Based
Segmentation
StatisticallyRevealed
Segmentation
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Collections and
Credit Scoring
Psychographic and
Attitudinal
Segmentation
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Demographic and Needs-Based Segmentation
Policies and Programs

Demographic Drivers

Types of Segmentation
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Segments Defined by Policy Mandates
• It is relatively common for state utility regulators or a state legislature
to define a goal, a program, and therefore define a segment
• But defining a segment in law does not mean that those people are
the same
• Typical program-defined segments:
o Senior citizens
o Veterans
o Families with children
o Percent of federal poverty guideline (i.e., income-qualified
programs for assistance or discounts)
24
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Segments Defined by Business Objective
A business objective may define the segment. For example:
• Reduce the burden on the call center
o Let’s move people calling about payment arrangement online
o Segment is likely defined by characteristics of the frequent callers
• Achieve energy efficiency program participation and savings levels
o Let’s double the homes insulated through the weatherization
program
o Segment may be defined by homeowners in older homes
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Types of Segmentation
• Segmentation is the process of
grouping customers with common
characteristics … in different ways …
for different reasons
• Common types:
o Demographic (age, gender, family
size, income level, education)
o Geographic (location, movement)
o Behavioral (patterns of activity)
o Psychographic (motivations)

Demographic

Geographic

Segments

Behavioral

Psychographic
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Segmentation Concepts – LIEIF Workshops
• 2015 LIEIF workshop discussion about
“ability to pay” vs. “intention to pay”
formalized with this image in 2016
• Quadrants are a convenient way to
discuss four types of customers who
struggle to pay utility bills

Source: Judith Schwartz, “Lessons from Other Industries: Framework Review,” Low Income Energy Issues Forum, February 17, 2016.
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Customer Journey Maps and Segmentation
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Segmentation Defined by
Application
• Focus on grouping customers based on their
needs for products and services
• Wants? Needs? Expectations? How do we
better serve customers and reduce cost?
o Engagement with conservation
messaging?
o Likely to adopt prepayment?
o Likely candidate for level / balanced
billing?
o Will forbearance improve collections?
o Messaging to reduce call center burdens?
o Achieve participation goals in energy
assistance programs?
© 2020 DEFG LLC
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Needs Driven by Changes in Demography
• Survey: Why haven’t you
applied for energy assistance
to help pay your utility bills
during the past two years?
• Younger utility customers less
aware of programs

Millennials

Gen X

Baby Boomer

Source: DEFG, "The Paradox of Poverty and Prosperity in a Growing Economy - The Increasing Energy Burden Faced by Low Income Customers in the Utility Sector," Consumer
Survey Report No. 34, October 2018.
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Statistically Revealed Segmentation
Surveys

Revealed Preferences

Statistical Analysis
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Statistics Uses Math to Look at Many Dimensions
• If you plot information in two
dimensions (income, difficulty
paying), your eye tells you how
to group them
• With many dimensions, you
cannot process the data
• Statistics (math) identifies
groups and interrelationships
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Revealed Preferences (Smart Energy Consumer
Collaborative report)
• Survey of consumer attitudes (“awareness, favorability, expectations, and
preferences”) about smart-grid technology

Source: Smart Energy Consumer Collaborative. Consumer Pulse and Market Segmentation Study, 2015. http://smartenergycc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/SGCCs-Wave-5-Consumer-Pulse-andMarket-Segmentation-Study-Executive-Summary.pdf
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Revealed Preferences (Accenture report)
• Accenture conducted a global
market analysis (18 countries)
• Focus: Energy management
habits

Six segments identified
o The groupings (segmentation)
based on responses to adoption
variables: display of information,
set-up of service, adjustment to
usage, loyalty rewards, etc.
o

Source: Accenture. Revealing the Values of the New Energy Consumer, 2011. https://www.accenture.com/t20160811T002328__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/Accenture/nextgen/insight-unlocking-value-of-digital-consumer/PDF/Accenture-Revealing-Values-New-Energy-Consumer.pdf
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Statistical Analysis of Survey Data
Cluster-based techniques revealed segments of
utility customers earning less than $50,000
Do these four segments help us communicate?
o Had trouble paying their electric or
heating bill?
• overall 45.7% said yes
• single parents 59%
• young renters 52%
o Would prefer a flat bill with a
guaranteed monthly rate?
• 40.5% “yes” overall
• few distinctions were revealed

Source: Anna Bladey and Jonathan Williams (Civis Analytics) "Data Analytics for Customer Segmentation," DEFG’s Low Income Energy Issue Forum Workshop, April 25-26, 2019, Chicago.
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Summary: Statistically Revealed Segmentation
What customer segmentation techniques will improve
performance and achieve program objectives?
• Analysis of survey data can create persona that are useful to
discuss your programs, objectives, and target audience
• Analysis of survey data – containing questions that explore
attitudes and preferences – can reveal segments that are not
demographic

36
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Collections and Credit Scoring
Avoid One-Size-Fits-All Thinking

Predictive Analytics

Scoring
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Avoid One-Size-Fits-All Thinking
• The fundamental challenge in collections is “which customers and which
treatment?” Mazume Solutions recommends a combination of internal and
external data, behavior and demographic factors to create segments.

Source: Bruno Mariejeanne, "Low Income Customer Risk and Segmentation," Mazume Solutions presentation to the Low Income Energy Issues Forum, June 7-8, 2017.
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Scoring Allows Better Interactions
Data analysis provides scores. Scores inform
customer interaction. For example:
• Client is called by collections about an overdue
account. CSR is presented data that indicate higher
bill for the client home size. Customer has no
records in his credit bureau about not paying
utility bills. CSR asks more questions to determine
eligibility for redirection (the right payment plan?)
and conservation programs (home energy audit?)
rather than demand payment.

Source: Bruno Mariejeanne, "Low Income Customer Risk and Segmentation," Mazume Solutions presentation to the Low Income Energy Issues Forum, June 7-8, 2017.
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Predictive Analytics and Scoring
• We expect continued use of consumer scoring algorithms (e.g.,
propensity to pay scores). Data from credit bureaus assess a
customer’s ability to pay as well as propensity to pay.
• Best-in-class debt collection agencies integrate software platforms to
optimize processes. Strategic predictive analytics harnesses
traditional analytics with other approaches, including cost-benefit
analysis, real-time strategy simulations, and prioritizing collection
activities using collection-specific scoring and risk scores.
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Summary: Collections and Credit Scoring
What customer segmentation techniques will improve
performance and achieve program objectives?
• Predicting which groups of customers will struggle to pay
allows the utility to be proactive
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Psychographic and Attitudinal Segmentation
Worldviews (e.g., environment)
Persona

Worldviews (human needs and the
human psyche)
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Energy Worldview and Solar Customers
Consumer preferences for energy resources and/or their source of energy requires
examination of energy worldviews and relationship to environmental issues

Source: Judith Schwartz, Low Income Consumer Solar Working Group, Final Report and Roadmap, DEFG LLC, February 2019.
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Identifying Persona
Personas or archetypes are a common technique in design thinking, advertising, customer journey
mapping, and marketing to identify human use cases that are representative of distinct customer
segments. By giving them names and backstories, it helps program designers make sure they are
reaching people with varied requirements.

Source: Judith Schwartz, Low Income Consumer Solar Working Group, Final Report and Roadmap, DEFG LLC, February 2019.
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Segments Derived from Customer Interviews
Interviews reveal customer attitudes and preferences. This
journey mapping exercise identified two segments—
experienced and inexperienced energy assistance
applicants—to highlight “truths” and “frictions points”

Source: Jim Tincher, "Low-Income Energy Assistance Customer Journey: Mapping and Improving the Experience," Heart of the Customer and DEFG, Action Planning Workshop, May 21, 2019.
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Introduction to Worldview Thinking
Four universal human needs

Critique of most business systems

1. Freedom

• Don’t account for “messy” and
unpredictable nature of human
thinking and behavior

o

need to have and express a unique self

2. Meaning

• Have limited impact due to
o need to sacrifice self to something larger
inadequate or non-actionable human
metrics
3. Security
• Cause a siloed “command and
o need to feel safe and stable
control” thinking style that often
4. Change
strips communications (internal and
external) of the human element
o need to improve the status quo
Source: John Marshall Roberts, "Worldview Thinking: A New Scientific Model for Driving Behavior Change," Worldview Thinking Inc., September 28, 2012.
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Value-Based Map of the Human Psyche
Psychologist Dr. Clare
W. Graves (1914-1986)
outlined a unique and
practical values-based
map of the human
psyche. Most adults in
the U.S. seem to make
sense of the world
according to four of his
eight “thinking/value”
types

Source: John Marshall Roberts, "Cracking the Green Code: Using a Values-Based Model to Improve Customer Communications and Marketing," Project Energy Code, Issue 3, April 2009.
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Practical Application of “Thinking/Value Types”
• What would
motivate someone
to change a light
bulb?

Source: John Marshall Roberts. ©2011 Worldview Thinking, Inc. All rights reserved. Appeared in Nat Treadway, New Behavioral Approaches to Conservation," presented to The
Consultative Group for Biological Diversity Webinar Series, Integrating Social Science into Conservation, November 13, 2012.
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Problem Solving and the Value of Research
Business Challenge

Customer Insights

Online Surveys

Typing Tools

Focus Groups
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The Segmentation Challenge
Challenge: To Rapidly Improve Engagement with Low
Income Customers in the Utility Sector
What customer segmentation techniques will improve performance
and achieve program objectives?
o To increase collections revenues …
o To increase enrollment in energy assistance programs …
o To increase awareness of online self-service options …
o To achieve regulatory energy efficiency goals …
50
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Segmentation to Address Core Business Questions
Business Question

Segmentation Solution

How do I avoid the growth of customer Identify households able to pay; create
arrearages during moratorium on
targeted messaging based on consumers’
disconnections?
attitudes and groups they identify with
What will raise consumer awareness
of, and enrollment in, energy
assistance programs?

Identify newly eligible households and
hard-to-reach groups; identify channels
and targeted messages; combine
enrollment with other programs

What will increase the adoption of
self-service and digital billing options?

Mine consumer data to understand
preferences for digital solutions; examine
self-reliance, independence, and choice
51
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Segmentation Research—Where do we go from here?
• Consumer Surveys
• Focus Groups
• In-depth Interviews
• Customer Insights Analysis / Data Analytics / AI
• National Typing Tool
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Discussion
1. What is your utility’s experience with
segmentation that adds to today’s
discussion?
2. Follow up question: What are your
priorities and business objectives for
2021 relating to segmentation?
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Next Steps
• Send this set of slides with a link to today’s webinar recording.
• DEFG will contact utilities regarding follow up question #2.
• Webinar October 22, “Payment Arrangements: Needed Reforms for
2021.” (A utility-only event.)
• Webinar October 29, “Utility Service Options for Low-Income
Customers.”
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Contacts
Jamie Wimberly, CEO, DEFG
jwimberly@defgllc.com
Nat Treadway, Managing Partner, DEFG LLC
ntreadway@defgllc.com
DEFG is a customer insights and advisory
firm in the utility space. Through
collaborative research, data analysis and
peer-to-peer networking, we help our
clients achieve ways to better serve their
customers.
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